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CARS

TITLE:
Retrofitment of protective heat wrapping on the clutch cylinder slave pipe.

REASON:
A production running change has been implemented on the Evora manual transmission models from 12 
model year vehicle VIN CH_10179 with the addition of a protective heat wrapping which is positioned 
around the clutch slave cylinder pipe to provide insulation from potential excessive engine bay tem-
peratures. 

This modification has been performed as the brake fluid contained within the clutch pipe may exceed 
its maximum working temperature especially for vehicles subjected to either extreme ambient tempera-
tures and/or regular continuous high speed driving.

If you are presented with an Evora prior to VIN 12 model year VIN CH_10179 that has experienced 
difficultly in engaging or changing gear under these driving conditions combined with other symptoms 
such as very little or no resistance required to depress the clutch pedal or the clutch pedal has failed to 
return to its original position when released, then there is the possibility that the brake fluid within the 
clutch slave cylinder pipe has failed due to excessive engine bay heat. 
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ACTION:
If, after investigation, no other potential causes of failure are diagnosed then it is recommended that as 
well as bleeding the clutch system to remove any affected brake fluid, that the protective heat wrapping 
is fitted to the clutch slave pipe at the same time. 

Description   Part number Qty
Protective heat wrap A120L0061F   1

Procedure
Fit the wrapping around the clutch slave cylinder pipe ensuring that it is fitted flush with the clutch  -
pipe to cylinder flare nut.

Please note, the protective wrap is split along its length so it is not necessary to disconnect the 
clutch pipe to fit it.

Peel off the protective backing running along the length of the heat wrap and join the self adhesive  -
flap to main heat wrap to ensure the clutch pipes maximum thermal protection and to ensure heat 
wraps security.   

CHARGES:
Parts and labour dependant may be recovered by submitting a warranty claim on Lotus Connect for 
clutch bleeding and protective wrap fitment for 0.7hours labour and parts at normal warranty terms us-
ing operation code 47.01.14-07,

Ends.


